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Beyond Wagner‘s FutureS
Philipp Khabo Koepsell & Paul D Miller

In conversation with Susan Arndt



Philipp Khabo Koepsell
Paul D Miller aka DJ Spooky
In conversation with Susan Arndt

Beyond Wagner‘s FutureS: Three artists, one scholar and four 
perspectives on Richard Wagner’s legacy for German and African 
diasporic futures  

Wood chips, smells, film and text excerpts, Spoken Word by 
Philipp Khabo Koepsell, music by Lara Sophie Milagro

Poster artworks by Paul D Miller aka DJ Spooky

The collaborative project by Philipp Khabo Koepsell and Susan 
Arndt scrutinizes an often neglected part of the reception of 
Bayreuth’s most famous citizen, namely Richard Wagner and his 
colonialist fantasies. Hitler’s adoration of Wagner’s music was in 
line with the latter’s völkisch agenda and his anti-Semitic bro-
chure “Das Judenthum in der Musik”. Correspondingly, Wagner’s 
colonialist visions of conquering places in Africa and the Ameri-
cas feature willingly as the leitmotivic soundtrack of colonialist 
films.Once being aware of his devastating visions of the future of 
African and Jewish peoples, could we ever feel comfortable again 
listening to his music and experiencing it as purely beautiful? 
What happens if we confront Wagner‘s visions with a future that 
he did not have in mind? What happens if Black acts of scrutiny, 
abrogation and appropriation are applied to his work? 

Philipp Khabo Koepsell revisits Wagner’s future, providing odd 
smells and new colours toscrutinize and silence Wagner’s texts 
and their futures. Afro-German voices, spoken word meets opera, 
have the last say in a poem by Koepsell and a Wagner aria sung by 
Lara Sophie Milagro as the new ‘Zukunftsmusik’. 



Posters artworks by Paul D. Miller continue the project of Black 
remixing of Wagner, where imagination intervenes into historical 
truths and their futures. Cards are shuffled anew. Accordingly, 
motifs from Wagner’s operas are remixed with the iconography of 
card games –in itself a citation of popular culture.

Artwork by Paul D Miller aka DJ Spooky, 2015. 



Susan Arndt is Professor of 
Transcultural Anglophone 
Studies at the University of 
Bayreuth.
She studied literature, linguis-

tics and cultural studies in Berlin and London and worked at 
the Universities of  Oxford, Berlin, Frankfurt/Main and Bay-
reuth. Her major research interests are British,  Anglophone 
and diasporic fiction as related to postcoloniality, gender, 
intertextuality, futurity, posthumanism and technology. 

She is the author of 

“Die 101 wichtigsten Fragen. Rassismus“ (München: C.H.Beck 
2012, 2nd edition 2015)

“The Dynamics of African Feminism. Defining and Classify-
ing African Feminist Literatures“(Trenton, NJ; Asmara: Africa 
World Press 2002) and “African  Women’s Literature, Orature 
and Intertextuality“ (Bayreuth: Bayreuth African Studies) 
(1998).

Susan Arndt



Philipp Khabo Koepsell is a 
Berlin-based author and an 
internationally acclaimed spoken word performer of German 
and South African descent. With a clear focus on empower-
ment and negotiations of race and identity he has been tou-
ring Europe and South Africa, giving joyful lessons on activism 
and performance. On stage he mixes savvy afropolitan poetry 
with Black German activist messages and theatrical bits 
creating a unique, gritty, and entertaining style of performance 
poetry. He writes and performs in German and English. Cur-
rently, he works as curator and dramatic advisor for the Berlin-
based theatre Ballhaus Naunynstraße.  His latest publications 
“The Afropean Contemporary” and “Erste Indaba Schwarzer 
Kulturschaffender in Deutschland” discuss afrofuturism, and 
agency in Germany’s  Black Arts Movement.

Philipp 
Khabo 
Koepsell 



Paul D Miller 
aka 
DJ Spooky
DJ Spooky aka Paul D. Miller is 
the executive editor of ORIGIN 
Magazine and is a composer, 

multimedia artist, editor and author. He’s produced and com-
posed work for Yoko Ono, Thurston Moore, and scores of ar-
tists and award-winning films. Miller’s work as a media artist 
has appeared in the Whitney Biennial; The Venice Biennial for 
Architecture, the Ludwig Museum in Cologne, Germany; Kunst-
halle, Vienna; The Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh and 
many other museums and galleries. 

Miller’s deep interest in reggae and dub has resulted in a 
series of compilations, remixes and collections of material 
from the vaults of the legendary Jamaican label, Trojan Re-
cords. Other releases include Optometry (2002), a jazz project 
featuring some of the best players in the downtown NYC jazz 
scene, and Dubtometry (2003) featuring Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry 
and Mad Professor. Another of Miller’s collaborations, Drums 
of Death, features Dave Lombardo of Slayer and Chuck D of 
Public Enemy among others. He also produced material on 
Yoko Ono’s recent album Yes, I’m a Witch.

DJ Spooky’s Rebirth of a Nation was commissioned in 2004 by 
the Lincoln Center Festival; Spoleto Festival USA; Wiener Fest-
wochen; and the Festival d’Automne a Paris. It was the artist’s 
first large-of scale multimedia performance piece, and has 
been performed in venues around the world, from the Sydney 
Festival to the Herod Atticus Amphitheater, more than fifty 
times. The DVD version of Rebirth of a Nation was released by 
Anchor Bay Films/Starz Media in 2008.



DJ Spooky’s multimedia performance piece Terra Nova: Sinfonia 
Antarctica was commissioned by BAM for the 2009 Next Wave 
Festival; The Hopkins Center/Dartmouth College; UCSB Arts & 
Lectures; Melbourne International Arts Festival; and the Festival 
dei 2 Mondi in Spoleto, Italy. With video projections and a score 
composed by DJ Spooky, performed by a piano quartet, Terra Nova: 
Sinfornia Antarctica is a portrait of a rapidly transforming conti-
nent.

In August 2009, DJ Spooky visited the Republic of Nauru in the 
Micronesian South Pacific to do research and gather material for 
The Nauru Elegies: A Portrait in Sound and Hypsographic Architec-
ture., a collaboration with artist/architect Annie Kwon, first pre-
sented at Experimenta in Melbourne, Australia in February 2010. 
In January 2010. Miller was commissioned by German radio to 
write the composition “Terra Nullius”.

In 2011, Miller released a graphic design project exploring the im-
pact of climate change on Antarctica through the prism of digital 
media and contemporary music compositions that explored the 
idea of “acoustic portraits” of Antarctica entitled “The Book of Ice” 
(Thames and Hudson/Mark Batty Publisher). 



Richard Wagner’s (1813-1883) operas and conceptual writings 
remain some of the most influential works of the last two centu-
ries. With their complexity, abstract harmonies and deeply elabo-
rate use of leitmotifs, Wagner set the tone for how we think about 
composition and multiple interpretations of set design, architec-
ture, and the complete use of music to create a virtual tableau for 
21st century digital media. It’s been argued that he is essentially 
the first multimedia composer.

Bayreuth Academy of Advanced African Studies, the innovative 
research structure at the University of Bayreuth, invited Paul D. 
Miller to explore some of the deep structural relationships bet-
ween Wagner’s concepts and the tensions between his work as 
a composer and theoretician and the long standing controversy 
surrounding his career.

In 2015, Paul D. Miller aka DJ Spooky works as Composer in Re-
sidence at Bayreuth Academy of Advanced African Studies in the 
heart of Bayreuth where Wagner oversaw his crowning achieve-
ment – the legendary Festspiel Haus. Paul D. Miller’s project on 
the idea of Gesamtkunstwerk is devoted to explore the philoso-
phical dimensions of Wagner’s work in relation to 21st Centu-
ry aesthetics and compositional strategies. The Residency will 
culminate in an album that explores many of Wagner’s most well 
known works.

DJ Spooky: Wagner & Remix. 



Paul D Miller at the archives at Richard-Wagner-Museum Bayreuth .

I first encountered Wagner not just as a 
composer but as a friend of one of my favo-
rite philosophers, Friedrich Nietzsche. The 
collected aphorisms of Nietzsche Contra 
Wagner, and is one of my favorite adages 
from it “For, as a rule, artists are no better 
than the rest of the world, they are even 
worse – they misunderstand love. Even 
Wagner misunderstood it…” are a big inspi-
ration for my work. I did one of my degrees 
in Philosophy and focused on Ludwig Feu-
erbach, Nietzsche, Hegel, and the rise of humanism. The intriguing 
thing about Wagner is that his work was never meant to be “just 
music” – neither is mine. 

I started my residency in Bayeuth by physically walking through 
the town and environs for many miles. I wanted to put myself in 
the scenario of Wagner’s architectural idea-form, the Festspiel- 
haus to explore the resonance between the composer as architect 
and philosopher. There’s also the dynamic engagement with some 
of my soundtrack work: Wagner’s music was used to sublimely 
powerful effect in DW Griffith’s deeply controversial film “Birth of 
a Nation.” I remixed the film and soundtrack with “Kronos Quartet“ 
in 2016. The other aspects of Wagner, The Tristan Chord (which 
many musicologist a trace to the rise of Modernist post Harmonic 
tone sequences, etc), and Wagner’s relationship to cinema inform 
the project and Residency: Apocalypse Now (Francis Ford Cop-
pola, 1979), Amiri Baraka’s famous “Dutchman” (1964) on over to 
the Richard Burton 1983 biographic “Wagner,” to Stephen Fry’s 
“Wagner and Me” (2012), James Franco’s rendition of “Tristan and 
Isolde” (2006, Tony Scott, Director) and more currently, the rise of 
multimedia as the dominant global discourse of our time – all of 
these point to Wagner as more important than ever.

DJ Spooky: Wagner & Remix. Artist statement



From his relationship to modern cinema (Lord of the Rings, Star 
Wars etc) one can see his traces on almost every major aspect of 
Western culture – up to and including the main theme of many, 
many weddings: The “Bridal Chorus” (“Treulich geführt”), from the 
1850 opera Lohengrin, is a march played for the bride’s entrance 
at many formal weddings throughout the Western world. 

Then there’s the whole issue of his concepts of Gesamtkunstwerk 
and Zukunftmusik that anticipated our media discourse by a full 
century. While Wagner won critical acclaim for what he achieved in 
his theater works, his nuanced and passionately written, proble-
matic philosophical works are less well known. I will be exploring 
a digital media response to his work by looking some of the more 
complex issues informing his work. The residency will culminate in 
an album that explores many of Wagner’s most well known works. 



PARSIFAL
PARSIFAL

Parsifal, Poster artwork by Paul D Miller, 2015.



Can you briefly explain your project/ research and your approach 
to this?

Richard Wagner is one of Germany’s most renowned artists. Being 
Bayreuth’s most prominent citizen, the city owes its fame to him. 
Yet, despite creating music that is loved all around the globe, he 
was a racist who discriminated against People of Color and of the 
Jewish faith. Not only was he in full support of colonialism, but in 
full disgust of the Jewish people in general and other  composers 
such as Giacomo Meyerbeer, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and 
Jacques Offenbach in particular. He wrote brochures about his 
colonialist visions and antisemitic hatred. 

In 1860 Wagner wrote a brochure “Zukunftsmusik” in which he ap-
propriated an earlier ironic denomination of his music. In his own 
conception,  “music of the future“ was the positive antithesis to 
the work of Jewish composers that allegedly did not even deser-
ve to be called  “music”. In 1869 he published the brochure „Das 
Judenthum in der Musik“ that was first published (in a shorter 
version) in 1850 under Wagner’s pseudonym K. Freigedenk, which 
translates freely as  “Freedom of Thought”. This is what Wagner’s 
“freedom of thought” is all about:  he speaks on behalf of a “we” 
that is not defined by him but functions as a white Christian entity. 

I do not want to quote the antisemitic wording at length here, yet 
I wish to stress that he talks in line with racist constructions that 
date back as far as Antiquity and were moulded by pan-European 
theorisations of racism in the age of Enlightenment. Wagner is 
eager to justify („rechtfertigen“) the instinctive disgust („unwill-
kürlich Abstoßende“/„instinktmäßige Abneigung“) that is much 
stronger than the striving of the  “we” to overcome it.

In conversation with
Susan Arndt



In conversation with
Susan Arndt

Just like Kant argued (despite the given evidence of the contribu-
tions of Black personalities in philosophy, music, art etc.) that no 
Black person has demonstrated any laudable attribute („rühmli-
che Eigenschaft“) or achieved anything great, Wagner argues that  
“the Jew” is incapable of creating art. Not only does he dismiss 
the aforementioned musicians but one of Germany’s most highly 
regarded poets, Heinrich Heine. Resonating David Hume’s argu-
ment that Black people do not have language at their disposal but 
(just like a parrot) imitate language, Wagner argues that  “the Jew”  
is only  able to repeat and imitate („nachsprechen“; „nachküns-
teln“) Music. Therefore, in his view, rather than paving its own way 
towards the future, this music would lead itself into the dead end 
of obscurity. 

Obviously, one of Wagner’s motives could have been competition  
for which reason in 1850 he intended to spoil the success of his 
rivals such as Meyerbeer. Yet what is disturbing about his way of 
living rivalry is its foundation in antisemitic ideology. Given the 
fact that contemporaries such as Meyerbeer and Offenbach conti-
nued to be successful, poor Wagner considered himself as  “haun-
ted” by Jews in a reversed persecution („umgekehrte Judenverfol-
gung“). In the afterword to the 1869 edition of “Das Judenthum in 
der Musik”, Wagner makes clear that he considers the assimilati-
on of Jews to be most difficult, yet he stresses that he is not in the 
position to know whether expelling Jews using violence („gewalt-
same Auswerfung“) can stop the decay of  “our culture” as caused 
by these corrosive, strange elements („zersetzende fremde Ele-
mente“). His suggestion is devastating: “Jews” should stop being 
“Jews” and this is how it sounds in German – he demands that 
they perform a „durch Selbstvernichtung wiedergebärendes Erlö-
sungswerk“ (rebirth by atonement work as self-destruction). 



Wagner was a contemporary of German colonialism – and a eu-
phoric believer in its principles. He  died one year before the 
infamous Berlin conference in 1884, yet it was the future of his 
euphoric colonialist fantasies. In fact, Wagner appealed to his 
contemporaries to “do colonialism”. Let us cross the oceans (“Nun 
wollen wir in Schiffen über das Meer fahren“), he says, as if they 
would not be bloated with the blood of three centuries of Euro-
pean violations of millions of Black bodies. Let us cross the oceans 
to found, here and there (“da und dort”), a “young Germany” and 
let us fertilise it with the results of our striving to sire and educa-
te the most noble and godlike children (“ein junges Deutschland 
gründen, es mit den Ergebnissen unseres Ringens und Strebens 
befruchten, die edelsten gottähnlichen Kinder zeugen und erzie-
hen“). What is supposed to sound like a second “Garden of Eden”, 
is, in fact, a violent fantasy. Well, he depreciates the Spanish bru-
tality (“die Spanier, denen die neue Welt ein pfäffisches Schlächt-
erhaus [ist]”), yet he insists on a presence that is distinguished 
from England’s prior interest in trading and gaining resources 
(„besser als die Engländer, denen sie ein Krämerkasten wurde”). 
His vision is to erase and rewrite history.  “Let us make it German 
and lordly” [ „Wir wollen es deutsch und herrlich machen“]. He 
dreams of freedom for places that do not belong to Germany yet 
should be run by German “mildness” towards Cossacks, French 
people, (please mind the racist word) “bushmen” and Chinese 
people. 

„Vom Aufgang bis zum Niedergang soll die Sonne ein schönes freies  
Deutschland sehen und an den Grenzen der Tochterlande soll, wie an denen 
des Mutterlandes, kein zertretenes unfreies Volk wohnen, die Strahlen deut-
scher Freiheit und deutscher Milde sollen den Kosaken und Franzosen, den 
Buschmann und Chinese erwärmen und verklären.“



Obviously, Wagner is preaching the colonialist myth of a terra 
nullius. But how could German gentleness ever cope with the fact 
that these places have been peopled? What an oxymoron that 
could not but result in a human catastrophe; the German genocide 
of the Herero and Nama in 1904 to be more precise. Indeed, this is 
one route of Wagner’s future.

Can we separate his “völkisches Denken” from his music, espe-
cially since that is what his music was about and particularly 
since his music was to German colonialism what Shakespeare 
was to the British one: a proof of white (German/British) superio-
rity, particularly since his son-in-law was popularising the myth of 
the Herrenmenschen in Germany, and particularly since Wagner’s 
music was practically the soundtrack to Hitler’s life. Indeed, filmic 
representations of German colonialism like to backup heroic 
sceneries with the  “Ride of the Valkyries”, or other pieces of 
Wagner’s.

Adorno asked us whether there can be poetry after Ausschwitz; 
can we ever delve into beauty again, particularly when it comes 
to talking about the horrors of National Socialism and the Shoah? 
Accordingly, I wonder: can there be beauty in the work of a man 
who had a devastating understanding of freedom, humanity, the 
Jewish people and People of Color and their lives, lands and arts? 
And why, to this day, has Bayreuth not managed to scrutinize its 
hero, appropriately? When will the future start that remembers 
him within the context of given ambiguities? Why not document 
Bayreuth’s Wagner-Chamberlain connection to Hitler appropria-
tely? Would it be possible to rename some of the streets? To teach 
Wagner’s legacy in its given ambiguity is long overdue.
Wagner had a vision of the future as generated by his music that 



was eager to erase the work of artists such as Heine and Men-
delssohn Bartholdy – a rhetorics that has its share in the Shoah. 
So, when talking about the conceptualisations of the future in an 
art exhibition based in Bayreuth museum, I felt the urge to over-
come the silence about Bayreuth’s racist history – be it its obses-
sion with the racist word and image of (mind out!) „the moors“, be 
it the racist history of German African Studies that are still largely 
untouched by academic scrutiny or be it Bayreuth’s worship of 
Wagner and Chamberlain and hence, the protagonists of colonia-
lism, racism against Blacks and antisemitism. 

Which format/ method did you choose as the way of researching/ 
communicating your findings or questions?

How to translate this objective into art, some cube? Use wall, 
ground and ceiling; use all senses: seeing, listening, smelling, 
feeling. Obviously, Wagner’s antisemitism and colonialist euphoria 
are two sides of the same medal, entangled aspects of his völki-
sches Denken. Yet sometimes only one side can be seen at a time. 
Giving the overarching theme „Future Africa. Visions in Time“, the 
colonialist fantasy was at the fore. Wagner’s face meets his colo-
nialist vision, turning into things to come: the German colonialist 
ships, the German colonialist euphoria, the German genocide. 
But this is history, turned into a palimpsest. Rotten like a rotten 
mango, perhaps, somewhat odd odours in the room, too. It smells 
of an uncomfortable history that is silenced, at least in Bayreuth, 
so far. Yet history matters, because it is a truth; a powerful one.
The bloodied soil is its legacy. And it carries the future: Black 
voices that abrogate and appropriate Wagner, spitting beautifully 
on his visions and generating new German futures, in music and 
beyond. Lara-Sophie Milagro’s opera voice and Philipp Khabo 



Koepsell’s poem that compose: Zukunftsmusik.

Can you explain how the term „Future“ is reflected in your pro-
ject? How do you relate to the topic Future Africa and Visions in 
Time, and did your idea of the terms change?

Future is not simply time to come. Future is about anything being 
made, collectively and individually. At first, in our subproject „Af-
rican Diasporas and Mediaspaces“ we thought that future cannot 
be predicted and hence we care for future as a vision. In the pro-
cess of our research we realised that future is an imagination 
and an interpretation thereof, a reality that matters in the now 
because of the past. Consequently, future has to be employed as 
a critical category of analysis, i.e. as a category that identifies and 
deconstructs knowledge and discourse, history and memory and 
power and discrimination – as related to Wagner, Bayreuth and 
beyond.

How did the cooperation with your partner (artist/ scientist) in-
fluence you in your thinking about your project?

I wanted to be very blunt. I wanted to make the audience feel 
COMPLETELY uncomfortable while listening to Wagner. Put some 
stinky stuff in the corner. Write in blood red letters: Racist! Yet 
Philipp Khabo Koepsell suggests sophistication. Some odd air-
freshener, a rotten mango at most. Give Wagner some space and 
take it away from him. Don’t do both, Philipp said, address his 
antisemitism and racism. You have to make the disposition clear, 
a straight message is needed. This exhibition is about Africa, and 
set in Bayreuth. Too many ideas will spoil the soup. Let’s stick 
to colonialism. What is the most important thing to say? Maybe 



to cause irritation that invites (rather than demands) to rethink 
Wagner. He was so right. Philipp, I mean.

What are your overlapping fields and why is this cooperation pro-
ductive/ enriching/ interesting?

First of all, both of us share the idea that academia, art and ac-
tivism go hand in hand. What is more, I think both of us share 
an irritation about the undeterred Wagnerianism in Bayreuth, 
the obsession with featuring “M.“ as complemented by „Ohren“ 
throughout Bayreuth and the idea that futures have to be distri-
buted more evenly, in a nearby future, at best. History matters 
because of the now. As long as racism (Wagner’s in particular and 
the German one in general) is not worked through, it manages to 
guide present societal performances. Integration, for sure, is not 
the solution; but a rethinking of Germanness and of what it means 
to be European. Responsibility matters and a vision that replaces 
the capitalist rhetorics of  “Why should I share, if I don’t have to?” 
with a  “Because I can.” 
 
How do you think an interdisciplinary approach (Science and 
Arts) like this can create new knowledge?

Art and academic writing share their interaction with discourse. 
They do not mirror it, they mould it. William Blake, British aboliti-
onist and Romantic poet, suggests: „The foundation of empire is 
art and science. Remove them or degrade them, and the empire 
is no more. Empire follows art and not vice versa as Englishmen 
suppose.“ Consequently, any deconstruction of Empire and any 
question of what colonialism and colonial Wagner did to the world, 
both structurally and discursively, has to be performed in arts and 



academia, and in given interactions of both.

Yet, while ideas can be shared easily, the difference in forms 
needs to be negotiated; the academic performance of language 
here and the aesthetic performance of language there. I do not 
think that one is more important, effective, easy... than the other, 
but I do think that it is important that art and academia interact. 
Sharing ideas and visions is one thing, yet putting them in com-
munication with each other is a whole other story. As a rule, scho-
lars have a scholarly audience and societal outreach is poor. Art, 
however, is all about outreach. So, to translate academic theses 
into another language like art helps to sharpen the academic 
argument and, what is more, to make it understood beyond aca-
demia. For me as an academic bereft of any artistic talent it is a 
marvellous experience to learn how to translate academic ideas 
into art. And Philipp Khabo Koepsell has been a patient and ins-
piring teacher. I am very grateful for this experience and I do hope 
that his work will affect Bayreuth’s Wagnerian future for good.



In conversation with
Philipp Khabo Koepsell

Can you briefly explain your project/ research and your approach 
to this?

The project is meant to describe the impact of Richard Wagner’s 
work on the German colonial enterprise. Here, the premise is as 
follows: in the entirety of his heroic pomp Wagner produced the 
actual leitmotiv for German nationalism. In the context of coloni-
alism these were the brass horns of perceived intellectual supe-
riority and white supremacy. Unintentionally, Wagner provided the 
soundtrack to forced labour, the theft of natural resources, and 
mass slaughtering in the settler colonies. The installation piece 
at FAVT is meant to show and to disrupt this connection. It makes 
use of audio and video fragments of spoken word poetry and ope-
ra singing, set in a colonial pit with palimpsest-like wall paintings. 
Are you following?  

Which format/ method did you choose as the way of researching/ 
communicating your findings or questions?

I believe the prof is a ghost hunter. Me, I google. Combined we are 
rather good at that.

How is the term “Future“ is reflected in your project? How do you 
relate to the topic Future Africa and Visions in Time, and did your 
idea of the terms change?

For me “future” is not a temporal matter; it is a tool that allows us 
to challenge obsolete perceptions. This concerns notions of race, 



In conversation with
Philipp Khabo Koepsell

gender, class, and identity, but also general paradigms that socie-
ty became accustomed to. In the context of our installation piece 
at FAVT future is the space and time where the colonial legacy of 
ill-fated power dynamics ceases to have control over the choices 
we make, the songs that we sing, and the direction and the tone of 
the words that leave our mouths. A moment of zero gravity where 
yesterday meets today meets tomorrow.

How did the cooperation with your partner influence you in your 
thinking about your project?

If it wasn’t for Prof. Arndt I wouldn’t have touched Wagner with a 
stick. That’s something.

What are your overlapping fields and why is this cooperation pro-
ductive/ enriching/ interesting?

Well, colonialism is an overlapping topic. So is calling out bullshit.



Do you think an interdisciplinary approach like this can create 
new knowledge?

So, Sun Ra said “you should do everything with alacrity or a sense 
of urgency, else you will be replaced by a button.” I believe this to 
be true for the arts & culture and academia alike. Funny enough, 
there are artists who do art for art’s sake only. Then there are aca-
demics that work in the field of, let’s say Black Arts & Culture in 
Europe and yet are utterly clueless when confronted with current 
developments. I believe both subjects can learn and benefit from 
each other. Even if only to kick each other’s arses every once in 
while. Think about it.



Artwork by Paul D Miller aka DJ Spooky, 2015. 
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Parsifal, Poster artwork by Paul D Miller, 2015.
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